Brighten up your holiday with stars!

**MATERIALS**
- Cardstock or printer paper
- Star template (included)
- Scissors
- Markers, crayons, or colored pencils
- String or embroidery thread
- Glue stick or regular white glue
- Optional: glitter, stickers, sequins

**INSTRUCTIONS**
1. Print the star template (included) on cardstock or regular printer paper.
2. Cut out 3 paper stars. We held the template over our heavier glitter paper and cut through both layers. The heavier paper does work better.
3. Next, fold each star in half, then unfold. This will make it easier to assemble later.
4. Decorate the stars any way you like. We used markers to decorate some stars and added stickers to others.
5. Time to assemble the stars. First, glue the inside halves of two paper stars together.
6. Then, glue string into the center for hanging. Suggest the string is about 8-10 inches long.
7. Finally, glue the third star to the other two creating your 3D star. Dry completely.
8. Hang your fabulous new star in the window or gift it to a friend.

Share your creations by using #FIGatHome and tagging us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram!
3D STAR TEMPLATE